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* BBB 
BBB is acronym for "Bellisserian Bureau of Bureaucracy" - don't take that too seriously. 
BBB is a group of volunteers, focused on supporting the community of Belli (and the greater 
SL), and has backing by the Lindens and the Moles. 
All BBB help and tools are provided free-of-charge, for Premium and non-Premium members 
alike. 
BBB HQ is at http://maps.secondlife.com/secondlife/Swordfish/203/58/35 
 
* Resources to start with 
** The Gazette 
Best resource on what's up in Belli is the weekly Gazette, published each Saturday morning: 
https://lastditch.typepad.com/bbbgazette/ 
 
** Information Groups 
*** BBBUG 
Also, once you have received a passport (see below), be sure to ask for inclusion in the 
BBBUG BBB Users Group at the BBB HQ to receive notes from BBB. 
*** Bellisseria Citizens 
Bellisseria Citizens group is not affiliated with Linden Labs, but a citizens-run group only, 
though a number of Lindens and Moles are present the group and will come in and join in 
chat in an unofficial capacity - except politics, religion and advertisements (e.g. SL shops). 
 
* Popular activities 
** Passports & Stamps 
Passports and stamp hunting - passports can be requested at the BBB HQ signs (one for 
Belli citizens, and another for non-Belli residents). Just fill in the NC, add a photo (you can 
shoot a picture with appropriate background at the pose stand upstairs). 
Passport Application Tutorial: "Adwyn Applies": https://tinyurl.com/BBBTutor 
 
The passport can be used to obtain nice stamps at many locations - see 
- the Gazette's Online Travel Guide https://tinyurl.com/BBBOTG 
- resp. the StampFinder (StaFi) for a catalog of TP locations and stamps: 
https://robertrhodan.de/index-aTAU.html (off-world) or in-world wearable StaFi HUD via the 
dispenser at the BBB HQ 
- StaFi HUD tutorial: https://youtu.be/IpwZLMAihmY 
 
** Personal Stamps for non-commercial locations and events 
On request (and free-of-charge) for those interested in drawing visitors to their location BBB 
creates a stamp / delivers a stamp terminal for non-commercial locations, e.g. cafes, airports, 
events ... and announces this in the Gazette. 
Examples: 
https://robertrhodan.de/LocStamp-Images/d5cfd276fbe39eba65bf0a7c712ceaf8.png 
https://robertrhodan.de/LocStamp-Images/010ef7b22abe2b7fde18521af4fc4805.png 
https://robertrhodan.de/LocStamp-Images/f2e34d9c9c14d71e1b2673e440157020.png 
https://robertrhodan.de/LocStamp-Images/85c3d467266e584aa7fed392351b9bab.png 
 
** Driver Licence / Licence Plate 
For the fun of it, in addition to the passport you can obtain a driver license for various 
vehicles and a licence plate from the BBB HQ. 
 
** Post Office 
The BBB Postal system has been designed as a fun product, reflecting the RL handling of 
letter boxes. You cannot be spammed by bots or people sending you huge number of items 
as the whole sending side of the mail system cannot be auto entered at all. The system is set 
up so only a select number of people can send mail to everyone AND only if you come and 
collect it. 
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You find Post Offices via the Online Travel Guide (link above). 
 
* Tools 
** Rez Zone Maps 
If you are boat or plane owner, you can obtain rez zone maps at the BBB HQ. These are 
helpful when you prefer the adventure of sailing or flying to a destination manually instead 
TPing, as they show you good starting points allowing you to rez your vehicle. 
 
* Decoration Advice 
For folks looking for interesting house and interior decorations, there is a 
- "Parade of Homes" (PoH) blog https://lastditch.typepad.com/belli_parade_of_homes/ with 
good advices 
- PoH Listing https://robertrhodan.de/index-PoH.html off-world webpage or as PoH HUD in-
world obtainable from the BBB HQ 
Also, occasionally, BBB publishes new home type videos: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RUpt8eFI-_c 
 
* Events 
On special occations BBB stages events, like the 
- BBB 2nd anniversary https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eD64DfgRzLQ 
- Belli 3rd birthday shows (e.g. https://youtu.be/xsEr6Oi0ypM or https://youtu.be/PmNiz-
NtH1Q or https://youtu.be/006v_6n4RsI ) - see the movies for the fun such events bring. 
BBB is also represented on global events like the SL 19th birthday by a booth 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uQ3mYwmgBu8 
 
* Tours 
BBB supports guided tours, e.g. for stamp collecting, or for expeditions to interesting places, 
e.g. 
- Viking Longboat tour https://youtu.be/7F9dNUelwzM or 
- Mt. Campion Forest Exploration https://youtu.be/vJXiCFIXqTc 
 
* Embassies 
BBB has several embassies on most continents to connect citizens, and ambassadors 
pointing out interesting locations and events on the continent they represent. 
BBB OFFICES, EMBASSIES & POST OFFICES 
https://tinyurl.com/BBBPlaces 
 
* Further Links and videos 
BBB ON FACEBOOK 
https://tinyurl.com/BBBonFB 
 
BBB FLICKR GROUP 
https://tinyurl.com/BBBonFlickr 
 
SAMPLE BELLISSERIA PASSPORT PAGES 
https://gyazo.com/e38de8ee2830acb190a3f7abd4945131 
https://gyazo.com/215d7bf3129a44e52ccd884c6b612321 
https://gyazo.com/fb5dbf6ce108c8c6cfddbcfaefdefdc7 
 
BBB MOVIE 
https://tinyurl.com/BBBTheMovie 
 
VIDEO TOUR OF BBB HQ 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YDQk3aZqOg8 


